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The Monetize Your Gifts LIVE Masterclass summary sheet series are my own personal 
highlights and observations I collected from each presenters talk. You very well may 
uncover others that resonate with you deeper as you listen to the accompanying MP3.  

I’ve created a simple way for you to jot down your own observations, highlights and a-ha 
moments at the end of this report for your convenience. It’s my Masterclass Intention 
Guide, as you listen to the replay make note of at least two or three things that stand out 
for you most and at least one action step you’ll take in the next few days.

Thank you for participating in this program and investing in your business and your 
future ~ Rodney Washington, Monetize Your Gifts LIVE Masterclass Host

Joetta’s Key Highlights:
If you want create more financial abundance first focus your attention on creating 
measurable goals i.e.. SMART goals. Your goals should based on a SMART system: 
- Specific - (state a specific dollar amount for example)
- Measurable - (look at where you are now and where you want to go)
- Action Oriented - (something you know you can do towards your goals achievement)
- Realistic - (the goal has to feel real to you, for example, if you want to make $10,000 
a month and you’re currently making $2000 a month, an example of a realistic goal 
could be to incrementally increase your income by 20 or 30 percent per month until you 
reach your goal of $10,000.
- Time Based - (give your goal a deadline that you feel confidently you can achieve)

Blend your SMART goal with the feminine, meaning using an experiential and 
intentional focus and feelings to draw what you want to you. In other words, if you were 
to achieve a particular goal what would it look and/or feel like? 

Employ more of your senses into your goal setting so you’ll have a deeper feeling and 
connection to the money you want to create.  Think beyond mere goal setting to 
intention setting. This combination creates the Map of Intention.

Ask yourself ~ What are my three financial intentions?
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Experiment with goal setting, for example set a goal and start working towards it, all the 
way checking in to see how you’re feeling. Your feelings will play a major role in what 
goals you set and how quickly you’ll achieve them.

For example, let’s say you want to take trip to a Paris, buy a postcard or grab photos off 
the internet of the Eiffel Tower. Just make sure that every time you look at your photo 
you feel good about your vision. Meditate on it a little everyday.

Second, ground your visual intention in the material world. For example, start setting 
aside some money towards the physical manifestation of your trip to Paris. Open a 
separate named bank account and set aside a specific dollar amount on regular basis. 
Doing this supports your visual intention in the material world.

Fun Financial Forecasting:
Create a spreadsheet in Google Docs or Excel and set-up your categories based on 
inspiring titles for example: Rent could be changed to my “Dream Palace or Sanctuary”, 
a medical bill payment could be changed to “Wellness Fund”. 

The idea is to bring more creativity, fun and good feelings into looking at your numbers 
and to see where your money is going.

Side benefits: Feelings will start to come to the surface about where your money is 
currently going and that’s ok, because you’re looking at things from a space of honesty 
and seeing places where you can take and/or release control. 

Base your intention on the actual numbers and then partner with the universe by asking 
it to help you, get curious, how you can direct your money towards what you truly desire 
based on the actual numbers?

Begin to look at goal setting in a more holistic way for example:
Grow you
Outside of your comfort zone
Alive and in the adventure
Liberate yourself from all barriers to success
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Once you set your goal practice detachment, you want to set your intention and take 
appropriate actions towards your goal, but you don’t want to become to attached to a 
particular outcome. This is a delicate dance, because belief in what you want to create 
is important here, but you don’t want to be desperate for an specific outcome. Allow 
something bigger and/or better to come to you.

Desperation is rooted in scarcity. Scarcity feelings just brings about more more scarcity.

Identify the risks you need to take to create more money. Take Joetta’s quiz on the 
unconscious ways we hold ourselves back from creating more. Information on to access 
the quiz is available on the gift/bonuses page.  Info below.

When you hear the word budget to take a moment and notice what comes up for you. 
That feeling is the seed to your current relationship to money.

Now change the word budget to, “Map of Intention” and notice what feelings come up 
for you and sit with that for a moment. 

Organize your finances/resources to support your intention based on what you currently 
have. For example, if you want more play in your life, if that’s your intention then create 
a play account and once a month or every two months or three months withdrawal all of 
the money in that account and go “play” with it.  

Explore creating an online savings account with Smartypig.com set it up to take 
automatic monthly withdrawals from your paycheck or other bank accounts to fund your 
intention. 

You are 20 times more likely to save money towards a specific goal when you a 
dedicated named savings account that has a purpose.

Look at your money for the past three months and get clarity on the average you’ve 
created over the past 90 days. Then set a new income goal based on something that 
feel you can reach and have an intention based experience. 

Your money story doesn’t have to be a terror ridden experience. You can actually have 
fun budgeting, forecasting and goal setting.
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Presenter Sessions: In this section you find each presenters session topic, and the 
points they will cover.  As you listen to the MP3 presentation you will have an 
opportunity to write down any highlights, a-ha moments and/or ideas that come up for 
you. 

Finally, you will have an opportunity to state your intention and the specific actions you 
will take in the coming days, weeks etc to move forward.

Joetta Johnson: Revolutionize your Finances for More Fun, Freedom & 
Fulfillment

- Uncover the FUN in financial forecasting, a CRITICAL NEED for any entrepreneur
- Learn a flexible way for mapping out your money and manifestations so you have 
CLARITY + PEACE
- Discover budgeting principles to ground your vision so you can ACTUALIZE your 
dreams

What I learned from Joetta:

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

Based on what I wrote I intend to take these specific actions:

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

Joetta has made a available a Free 1/2 Hour Laser Coaching session for the first 10 
people to subscribe today. To claim one of the coveted 10 spots visit her website to 
request a session or visit: http://getpaidforyourcreativity.com/gifts for details and booking 
information!
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